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TYPES OF BARS

- **Taverns** which only serve booze (hard drinks / liquor)
- **Bars** which serve a small amount of food along with drinks
- **Lounges** - are places to chill with jazzy modern type music
TYPES OF BARS

- **Ultra-Lounges** - which is only a more expensive lounge in a posh locality
- **Nightclubs** - dancing, live band playing music, limited food, lots of drinks
TYPES OF BARS

- **Service Bars** -
  - It is a bar located near the main kitchen which supplies drinks to restaurants, room service & banquets
  - The guest is not in direct contact with the barman
TYPES OF BARS

- **Ale House** - serves only Ale (Beer)
- **Karaoke Bars** - where guests can drink and sing
- **Cocktail Bar** - serves mixed drinks
TYPES OF BARS

- **Sports Bars** - where guests can watch sports programs on large screens while drinking
- **Family Bars** - patronized by families
- **Tapas Bars** - serves tapas (Spanish appetizers) with drinks
TYPES OF BARS

- **Anteroom** - where guest waits and has drinks
- **Bistros** - small bar, tavern or nightclub originated in Paris
TYPES OF BARS

- **Discotheque** - recorded music, décor and psychedelic lighting and drinks

- **Rat Skelter** - a restaurant below street level which serves beer and simple food (esp. in Germany)
TYPES OF BARS

- **Saloon**- a spacious elegant area for reception where drinks are served (Dutch/French origin)
- **Taproom**- serves liquor drawn from tap
- **Inn**- a place of shelter for travelers of good conduct and means of payment
SERVICE BAR

- It does not serve customers directly but deals with only filling drink orders brought by waiters.
- Refers to a bar that pours for table service only, usually in conjunction with food service.
SERVICE BAR

- Sometimes a service bar is part of the restaurant, but more often it is out of sight.
- Instead of a back-bar display it has room for bulk supplies.
BAR LAYOUTS
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BAR ACCESSORIES

- **Corkscrews**: Used to open corked bottles
- **Jiggers**: Measures in ounces/ml to measure out liquor
- **Speed Pourers**: Device fitted into neck of a bottle to monitor the flow or measure
BAR ACCESSORIES

- **Mixing Glass**: Drink ingredients are stirred together with ice
- **Hand Shaker**: Drinks are shaken together with ice (cocktails)
- **Bar Strainer**: It strains ice and fruit pulp through its round wire spring when fitted in a shaker
BAR ACCESSORIES

- **Bar spoon**: Used for stirring in a mixing glass
- **Muddler**: For crushing
- **Glass Rimmer**: Used to rim glass with salt or sugar
- **Garnish Tray**: Has small containers for various garnishes
BAR ACCESSORIES

- **Garnishes**: Includes fruits, decors, flowers
- **Groceries**: Salt, pepper, sugar, cloves, cinnamon stick, egg, cream etc.
- **Others**: Straws, Sticks, matches, ashtrays, garnish spears, napkins, coasters, parasols
FRONT BAR
BACK BAR (DISPLAY)
BACK BAR
UNDER BAR WORK STATION
• UNDER BAR
• Bottle Chiller
• Bottle Cooler
Bar Sink
Soda Fountain
Soda Gun
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Draught Beer Dispenser
Automatic Drink Dispenser
Drink Dispenser Faucets
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Glass Washers
Ice Machine with Bin
Portable Bar Counter
BAR ACCESSORIES

Set of various Bar Accessories
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BAR ACCESSORIES

ASH TRAY, TAG HOLDER, BOTTLE STOPPER

BOTTLE OPENERS, OLIVE PICK, BAR SPOON

MIXING SPOON
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TYPES OF WINE BOTTLE OPENERS

SHAPES OF COCKTAIL SHAKERS

- Semi Deluxe Cocktail Shaker - 181507
  Cap. 225, 275, 400, 450 ml
- Deluxe Cocktail Shaker - 181502
  Cap. 300, 550, 800, 750 ml
- Regular Cocktail Shaker - 181501
  Cap. 200, 250, 300, 400, 500, 600, 750 ml
- Grip Cocktail Shaker - 181506
  Cap. 550 ml
- Zorax Cocktail Shaker - 181508
  Cap. 500 ml
- Rib Cocktail Shaker - 181509
  Cap. 500 ml
- Oval Cocktail Shaker - 181503
  Cap. 300, 550 ml
- Rainbow Cocktail Shaker - 181505
  Cap. 600 ml
- Color Cocktail Shaker - 181511
  In all sizes & patterns
- Bullet Cocktail Shaker - 181504
  Cap. 300, 500, 750 ml

SHAPES OF COCKTAIL SHAKERS

07830294545
PEG MEASURE / JIGGER

PARING KNIFE

WINE SAVER
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